The Starship Calypso has suffered
horrific sabotage! The captain and most
of the crew have died leaving only a
few (mostly incompetent) survivors. If
they work together they might be able
to fix the Escape Shuttle and Evacuate
two shipmates to get help. But which
two will it be? After all, the Saboteurs
are still among them…

ACT 1: INTRODUCTION

Crisis on the Calypso is a party game for 6 to 12
players set on a crumbling spacecraft. The crew
wins if they can evacuate two shipmates and
thwart the agenda of the mysterious Saboteurs.
Gameplay takes place over a number of turns
equal to the number of players, taking 5 - 20
minutes.
Ages 12+

You will need to set up a Crisis deck, an
Allegiance deck, run The Conspiracy, and
determine who will be the first player.

1.1 crisis deck
Shuffle all the Crisis cards together and deal one
face down to each player. Players should not look
at their Crisis card yet.

1.2 Allegiance Deck
The Allegiance deck comprises one card for each
player. Most of these will be Loyal cards, the rest
will be Saboteur cards
• For 6-8 players shuffle the Alien, Mutant, and
Pirate cards and put two into the Allegiance
deck.
• For 9-12 players shuffle the Alien, Mutant,
Pirate, and Robot cards and put three into the
Allegiance deck.
• Add Loyal cards into the Allegiance deck until
the deck has as many cards as players
Place the unused Saboteur cards (those not
in the Allegiance deck) face down nearby. No
player should know which Saboteur cards are in
the deck.
Shuffle the Allegiance deck and deal one to each
player. They may look at their Allegiance card but
not reveal it to others.

1.3 The Conspiracy
All players close their eyes. The Saboteurs (with
the exception of the Robot) may then open their
eyes and look at each other. The Saboteurs then
close their eyes.
Once the Conspiracy is complete all players may
open their eyes.

1.4 Select a Starting
Player

Select which player will go first. Any method may
be used to determine this. If in doubt, select the
most untrustworthy player to go first.

ACT 2:
CRISIS MANAGEMENT

Having selected a starting player, players each
take a turn playing their Crisis card until all players
have completed one.

2.1 Play Crisis Card
The acting player turns over their Crisis card and
reads it out aloud. They perform any action it
mentions.
• When instructed to choose a player, the acting
player cannot choose themselves unless the
card specifies otherwise.
• If a card instructs the player to select from
multiple options, only one option may be
selected.
• Condition cards (Crazy, Demoted, Injured,
Trusted) are placed before the player that
is given the Condition. A player may have
multiple Conditions but may not be chosen
to gain a Condition they already currently
possess.

2.2 Choose the Next
Player

Once a player has resolved their Crisis card, they
select another player to take a turn (repeating 2.1
above.) They may not select a player who does
not have a Crisis card to play.

2.3 ending the act
Once all Crisis cards in play have been resolved,
move on to Act 3.

ACT 3: FINALE

With all Crises dealt with, the crew must vote on
an Acting Captain who will select two Evacuees
to go on the escape shuttle and obtain help. But
will their efforts be sabotaged?

3.1 Vote for Acting
Captain
Players get to vote upon the Acting Captain,
whose job it will be to select the Evacuees.
• The voting method is left up to the crew, but
one possible method is to count to three and
point to the person who gets your vote. The
player with the most votes becomes Acting
Captain
• Each player gets one vote, apart from those
suffering the Crazy Condition.
• Players may vote for themselves.
• Nobody may vote for a player suffering the
Demoted Condition.
• In the case of a tie, a player with the Trusted
Condition chooses which of the tied players
becomes Acting Captain.
• In the case of a tie where there is no Trusted
player, players may change their votes or revote until an Acting Captain is selected.
All players who are not acting player turns over
their Crisis card and reads it out aloud. They
perform any action it mentions.

3.2 Select Evacuees
The Acting Captain chooses two players to
evacuate on the escape shuttle.
• Injured players cannot be chosen as Evacuees
• The Acting Captain cannot choose
themselves as an Evacuee
• The Acting Captain must choose no more
and no less than two Evacuees (the escape
shuttle requires two pilots and has no room
for more crew.

OPTION: CAMPAIGN MODE

If you are playing multiple games, each player can
keep track of their Space Medals.
• If the Loyal players win, each Loyal player gains a
number of Space Medals equal to the number of
Saboteurs they thwarted.
• If the Saboteurs win, each Saboteur gains a
number of Space Medals equal to the number
of Saboteurs who managed to achieve their
objective.

OPTION:
HEROIC ALLEGIANCES
To give the Loyal crew a more fighting chance two
optional Heroic Allegiance cards may be included in
the Allegiance deck, each taking the place of a Loyal
card.

space ace
The Space Ace is just
like a Loyal player
but they reveal their
Allegiance card to all
other players after
the Conspiracy.
The Space Ace takes
the first turn.

3.3 Reveal Allegiances
Players may reveal their Allegiances in whatever
way is most dramatic. If no Saboteurs have
achieved their personal objective, the Loyal crew
wins! If one or more Saboteurs have achieved
their agenda, all the Saboteurs win.
• The Robot requires one other Saboteur to be
successful in order to achieve their agenda.
• The Alien achieves their agenda if they are in
the escape shuttle even if the other Evacuee
is a fellow Saboteur.
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SPY
The devious
Spy is just like a
Loyal player but
they open their
eyes during The
Conspiracy

